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“...the most unique arts organisation I’ve
worked with.”
Aidan O’Rourke
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Living the Land: workshop day on artists living and working in rural areas
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Lure of the Lost: Anthony Schrag arrives in Venice

Living the Land: walk along the Minor Path

300 years to Grow: COP21:Huntly climate change discussion led by Ben Macfadyen

Solidarity with refugees campaign at Farmers’ Market

town is the venue
place

programme
work

artist residencies
walking institute
activities

Deveron
Arts
is
a
contemporary
art
organisation based in
Huntly, in the north east of
Scotland. We have worked
here with the history,
context and identity
of the town since
1995.

publications
education
partnerships

community
folk
Partners
Networks of Wellbeing
Huntly and District Development Trust
Huntly in Solidarity with Refugees
Huntly Film Community
The Gordon Schools
Forestry Commission
Glasgow University
and many more
Artists
Aidan O’Rourke / Anthony Schrag /
Ben Macfadyen / Tim Knowles /
Stuart McAdam

Staff
Director: Claudia Zeiske
Project Manager: Joss Allen
Cultural Health Worker: Catrin Jeans
Local Programmer: Rachael Disbury
Shadow Curator Intern: Rachael Disbury / Peter Moosgaard
Project Interns: Alice Maselnikova / Katriona Anderson /
Juliette Walker / Jeni Cumming / Sophie Lindsey / You Li /
Dominic O’Donnell
Digital Intern: Tom Atkinson
Thinker in Residence: Matluba Kahn

1. introduction / board report
In brief...
In 2015-16 we continued to work on our Hielan’ Ways project: an investigation into the
possibilities and potentials of re-engaging with a remote, historic landscape surrounding
Huntly. Aidan O’Rourke’s project Imprint/Abandon created a series of compositions
in response to this landscape and its history; Tim Knowles’ project Exploration Aids
attempted to create new opportunities for discovery and exploration in the Hielan’ Ways
area. We also worked with Anthony Schrag on a project exploring pilgrimage where he
walked to the Venice Biennale. After the planting of the White Wood in the early spring of
2015, Ben Macfadyen joined us to create a story about the wood for future generations.
We ran 167 events and had 4120 participants. Employed 20+ people; ran 10 internships
and 1 work placement; raised over £170,000; had over 1660 followers on Facebook; over
1990 followers on Twitter; and over 25K session on our website.

Lure of the Lost: pilgrimage discussion

2015-16 was the first year of our Regular Funding from Creative Scotland, which enabled the Deveron Arts team to develop a more interlinked and longer term programme.
The White Wood, a major long term project for now and the future, brought together a
range of artists investigating what sustainability means in cultural, social and economic terms. At the same time our work on land-use and ownership followed on previous
years’ project, the Hielan’ Ways. This gave us the opportunity to test if and how we want
to continue with our work around walking and art, investigating what role time plays
in our work, kicking off a reflection process to articulate our vision around socially engaged arts in future years.
We need to thank first of all our dedicated team members who not only work tirelessly
on our projects and events, but have become valuable members of the community by
living and working in Huntly, which has become their home; the town is the venue for
their lives - and here they have instigated a raft of convivial and lifestyle opportunities
ranging from composting to cooking, from refugee support groups to film clubs. Thanks
also to our board, which with its wide range of expertise, its dedication and enthusiasm,
is a great support for the team. It was sad to see Catrin Jeans go, who so ably introduced Cultural Health, now fully integrated in our work. But none of our work would be
possible without our multiple partners, the funders, the schools, the archaeo- and anthropologists, the farmers and the teachers, the Huntly Express and the countless Huntly community groups, the academic collaborators, the many volunteers and individuals
who come in and out on a daily basis to the Brander base or meet us digitally. There
are far too many to mention.
It is thanks to all those people and partners that we can soon explore the paths between Huntly and the Cairngorms, that we made so many links en route to Venice, that
we now know how to forage around the Deveron valley and that we have a story on the
White Wood that will be told in 300 years time…
Mary Bourne, chairperson

Sacred sites tour of the town with historian Patrick Scott

2. residency programme / projects
/ Aidan O’Rourke: Imprint / Abandon
Duration: Dec 2014 - Dec 2015
Activities: Walking, discussion, music, mapping, podcasts, workshop
Funders/Partners: Creative Scotland / Aberdeenshire Council / Heritage Lottery Fund /
Acorn Centre / Huntly Folk Club / Rhynie Woman / Reveal Records / Cabrach Farmers
Project website: www.deveron-arts.com/imprint-abandon

From this Land : Aidan playing one of his compositions

A meditation on abandoned settlements in the Huntly area from
Neolithic times until modern day.
In his residency, composer and musician Aidan O’Rourke sought to explore the human
traces left in the landscape. Focusing on the many abandoned settlements in the area, he
spent time walking with historians, archaeologists and local enthusiasts to gain a better
understanding of the history and areas of local significance. Inspired by these experiences,
Aidan composed music in response to the landscape and its socio-political history,
assembling a world-class band of musician/composers to further these ideas and make a
recording of these musical meditations.
In December 2015, we released Imprint: a cd of his new music on these abandoned
settlements, reflecting on issues around landownership and access from the neolithic days
till now. To launch the cd, along with the launch of the Rhynie Woman cookbook, we held
From this Land, where Aidan led a bus and walking tour to visit some of the remote sites
of inspiration. This was followed by a discussion on land use from past, present and future
perspectives.

From this Land: historian Ron Brander explains all

“What made this project a success and one of the things
which makes Deveron Arts stand out among other rural arts
projects was the level of interaction between the artist and
locals. Deveron Arts being so engrained in the community really
shaped this project for me.”
Aidan O’Rourke

Aidan O'Rourke - fiddle
Anna Meredith - clarinet, laptop
Tom Rogerson - piano, synths
John Blease - drums, percussion

Abandoned house in the Cabrach

/ Tim Knowles: Exploration Aids
Duration: April 2015 - ongoing
Activities: Walking, discussion, building, mapping
Funders/Partners: Creative Scotland / Aberdeenshire Council / Henry Moore Foundation /
Forestry Commission / Marr Estate / Scottish Sculpture Workshop / Amara Bushcraft
Project website: www.deveron-arts.com/exploration-aids/

Creating a network of Howffs in the landscape
Tim Knowles joined us in early 2014 to begin research for his project Exploration Aids, the
project continued throughout 2015 and will also continue in 2016.

From this Land: Wallakirk Cemetary, Lower Cabrach

The project grew out of the apparent disconnection between the theory of ‘right to roam’
in Scotland and the reality of this in practice. The project aimed to help people over come
some of the barriers to accessing the remote countryside between Huntly and Braemar:
from land access issues and management practices which discourage walkers on their land
(electric fences, grouse moorland etc) to lack of infrastructure (places to stay, connecting
of routes). Through developing these exploration aids, Tim hoped to facilitate a new kind of
relationship with the landscape.
Throughout 2015 Tim worked on the development of these howffs, tailoring each to be
responsive to site; taking into consideration what materials could be found near by and
what kind of experience the shelter should engender in response to the environmental or
political barriers in the landscape. Along with the howffs, Tim has been developing other
aids to exploration, such as innovative tools for crossing barbed wire fences.
An outdoor symposium is planned for 2016, which will look more closely at the idea of
shelter in the landscape.

Craw Stane, Rhynie

“Dwelling in the landscape means finding shelter in it.
Are our landscapes here in the north east of Scotland
amenable to this? This seems to be part of the challenge
of Tim’s project.” Dr Jo Vergunst, Aberdeen University

Exploration Aids: Howff design for converting shooting butt into temporary shelter

Exploration Aids: map showing existing and possible new howff locations in the area

Exploration Aids: Existing stone shelter, Cabrach
Exploration Aids: howff design utilising a log pile to create a secret shelter

/ White Wood
Duration: March 2015 - ongoing
Activities: Planting, walking, discussion, storytelling, music,
Funders/ Partners: Creative Scotland / Forestry Commission / Heritage Lottery Fund / Grow
Wild / Creative Carbon Scotland / MARR Area / Boganlea & Drummuir Windfarm Trusts
/ Clashindarroch Windfarm / The Gordon Schools / Networks of Wellbeing / Wysing Arts
Centre / ArtWorks Scotland
Project website: www.deveron-arts.com/white-wood/

A living monument to peace
The White Wood is a living monument to peace, which will develop over three hundred
years. As a site of reflection, it was created by the community of Huntly and artist Caroline
Wendling, with oaks from Germany, stones from France and Scottish soil. Along with forty
nine oaks, grown from acorns from Joseph Beuys’ 7000 Oaks in Kassel, the wood is made
up of one thousand seven hundred native trees, shrubs and wild flowers, all of which
displays an element of white, the colour of peace.
While it was conceived in response to the centenary of the start of WW1 and symbolically
represents peace between nations, the ideas surrounding the wood will continue to grow
with the trees. As the oaks take three hundred years to grow, three hundred years to mature
and three hundred years to die, the legacy of the wood greatly surpasses us as individuals
and any future we can imagine.
Throughout the year we continued to develop the wood as a space for activities, inspiration
and contemplation.

“Even as we look to the past in commemoration,
creating a monument and a symbol that gestures
towards times, lives and events that have gone on
before, it is to the future that this wood speaks.”
Alan Macpherson, planter

/ Ben Macfadyen: 300 years to Grow
Duration: Dec 2015 - ongoing
Activities: Planting, walking, discussion, storytelling, music, cycling
Funders/Partners: Creative Scotland / Aberdeenshire Council / Creative Carbon Scotland /
The Gordon Schools / The Hutton Institute
Project website: www.deveron-arts.com/white-wood-story/

Creating a story that will still be told in 300 years
Storyteller Ben Macfadyen joined us in winter to build on the legacy of the White Wood.
He responded to the lifespan of the trees, aspiring to create a story that will still be told in
300 years time, when the oaks are fully grown. Storytelling has been fundamental to the
development of human culture. By passing on information, myths and histories, as well as
values and beliefs, through the generations we have accumulated a rich heritage that forms
an integral part of our identity.
By drawing on the people of Huntly’s personal experiences of woodland, Ben created a
tale that expresses some of the ideas behind the planting of the wood and transmits out
intentions for its future and its place within the community. The story was first told on 23
January 2016.
In response to the climate change conference in Paris (COP21), Ben cycled to Paris,
carrying with him one of the Huntly oaks, to be planted in the city. Making this journey for
environmental justice in the wake of the Paris terrorist attacks united the struggle we face
for both peace and environmental sustainability. On his return to Huntly Ben led COP21:
Huntly, which allowed the local community to join in the global discussion on action in
response to climate change.

“[the workshop] was perfectly pitched; fun,
entertaining, thought provoking and encouraging
the children to develop very valuable skills.”
Christine Sell, primary teacher

300 years to Grow: Ben planting an oak at Murs-à-pêches orchard in Paris during the Climate Change Conference 2015 (COP21)
300 years to Grow: Ben gathering stories at Story Hairst
Below: 300 years to Grow: first telling of the White Wood Story

300 years to Grow: COP21:Huntly, what does climate change mean for Huntly?

/ Anthony Schrag: Lure of the Lost
Duration: June 2015 - October 2015
Activities: Walking, discussion, feast, parade, hosting, planting
Shadow Curator: Barbara Steveni
Funders/Partners: Creative Scotland / Wefund / MARR area / Private donor / Artsadmin /
Manifesto Club / Counterpoint Arts / Creative Scene / lUAV University of Venice / Microclima
/ over 40 hosts
Project website: www.deveron-arts.com/lure-lost-contemporary-pilgrimage/

A walk from Huntly to the Venice Biennale: 111 days/2500k
Anthony Schrag departed Huntly on June 14 2015 and walked for three and a half months,
over 2500km, by pilgrimage to the Venice Biennale. Along the route Anthony stayed with a
series of hosts, who gave him shelter for the night. Upon arriving in Venice Anthony planted
an oak sapling, carried from Huntly, symbolically connecting the two places.
The project set out to question the Venice Biennale as a sacred site for artists; why certain
practices are privileged over others; why the biennale is such a desirable opportunity for so
many artists; and what might be gained in the effort of walking there. His journey became
one of both endurance and reflection, drawing a line between Huntly and Venice, which led
him to question much more than just the importance of his destination. It became about
broadening the discussion on the place of art in the public realm away from traditional arts
sites. The physicality of the walk took over; as in other pilgrimages, where the solitary,
contemplative nature of the journey contributes to the ‘spiritual’ or reflective change more
so than the destination. The walk itself became a critique of the biennale and a deliberation
on Anthony’s own practice.

Lure of the Lost: Anthony arrives at San Marco Square, Venice

Anthony kept a blog for the duration of the project, posting an article everyday. The blog
was read by over 13000 people in 57 Countries : United Kingdom 8503 / Canada 1054 /
Italy 847 / Burkina Faso 1

“The project, more so than any other project I have ever done,
challenged my practice, and still now - 9 months later - has resonance
in how I think about my work and my life.”
Anthony Schrag

Lure of the Lost: A toast to Anthony before he embarked on the walk

3. other projects and events
/ Slow Marathon 2015: Portsoy to Huntly
Duration: 25 - 26 April 2015
Activities: Walking, discussion
Funders/Partners: Creative Scotland / Aberdeenshire Council / Huntly and District
Development Trust / Deans of Huntly / Knock Distillery
Project website: www.deveron-arts.com/about/slow-marathon-2015-portsoy-huntly/

A 26 mile route tracing the former Portsoy to Huntly railway line
The fourth edition of the Slow Marathon took place along the former railway route from
Portsoy to Huntly and was created by artist Stuart McAdam following his Lines Lost project.
Lure of the Lost: Anthony and welcoming party arrives in Venice

The 26 mile walk began at the harbour in Portsoy, following the track bed of the old railway
as far as Cairnie junction before following the Deveron river back into Huntly. Along the
route we passed, rail enthusiasts favourite, Tillynaught Junction; the former Cornhill station;
a mysterious ghost train; some very expensive sheep; had a cheeky wee dram at Knock
Distillery; and some very generous hospitality at various spots along the way.
The following day we held a series of talks and discussions on path making.

“It is an experience that you will not forget…”
Slow Marathoner 2015

Lure of the Lost: David Harding talking at The Way to Venice at St Patricks Church, Edinburgh Arts Festival

4. publications
Imprint / Aidan O’Rourke

On Imprint “...inseparable from the
flows of landscape change and
the fusion of history and place.”
Archaeologist, Gordon Noble

Lines Lost / Stuart McAdam

Slow Marathon 2015: discovery of old train carriage and shortbread

“Pure waukin’ aboot lookin’ at
the aul’ railway” Stuart McAdam

Cooking the Landscape / Rhynie Woman

“This book was created to inspire
respect, stimulate dialogue, and
encourage local communities
to engage in their natural
environments.” Dr. Janet Starkey

Perambulator / Claire Qualmann

Slow Marathon 2015: train tickets stamped at the start of the route

“The outcome of learned
experiences and conversations
shared while walking round Huntly
with a pram.” Catrin Jeans

White Wood oak planted in the geology garden at Timespan, Helmsdale

From this Land: tour with Aidan O’Rourke

Lure of the Lost: Graham Fagen talks at Anthony’s Feast

5. appendix
i. event statistics

ii. social media and website statistics
facebook / daily total reach

participants / event

*

2903 / 128

2012

average page reach
The sharp rise in events
in 2014-15 is due to the
Cultural Health Worker
engagement for that year.

this period / 325
last period / 245

3748 / 122

2013

*

300years to Grow 273 / 36 / 9

Imprint / Abandon 46 / 55 / 9
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Lure of the Lost 768 / 323 / 26

4120 / 167

2015

Other Events 1039 / 890 / 100

6077 / 243

2014

april 2015

march 2016

followers

1667

1355
audience

65+

under 18

18 - 24

45 - 64
25 - 34

Men
Women

35 - 44

iii. press coverage

top website user locations
UK

BBC Reporting Scotland / News Stream
Goethe Institute Giorno+Notte Herald
Scotsman Scottish Art News The
Skinny

USA

BBC Radio Scotland Knock News
Italy

Press and Journal

Germany

Huntly Express

Brazil

25599 / 16703

24865 / 16161

15948 / 9506

sessions / users

24795 / 16120

total / £26,820

iv. support
Creative Scotland

Aberdeenshire Council

Other
Forestry Commission
Private donor

Boganlea Community Windfarm

Sales

2012

2013

2014

2015

Creative Carbon Scotland

Thank you to everyone
who took part,
supported and helped
us throughout 2015!

Boganlea Renewable Energy Ltd
Dummuie WindFarm Huntly Ltd

